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Tel: +44 (0)1844 279274
sales@stoneworld.co.uk

CPD Overview

What makes Stoneworld the best partner in natural stone?

When you dive into the world of stone it can quickly feel like a maze. That’s why Stoneworld want to help you specify the right stone
for your customer or project. We support architects with personalised solutions for their projects – both in products and expert advice.
From bespoke staircases to 7-ton statues, we can be a partner in achieving your unique ideas and your client’s vision.

At Stoneworld, we provide a wide range of natural stone and porcelain paving, copings, ornamental and feature items, walling stone,
rockery stone, gravels, interior flooring, and lots more.

Experts in bespoke design

At Stoneworld, we offer a range of bespoke masonry services, including stone cutting and carving, water-jet cutting, edge profiling,
porcelain cutting and more. Our on-site masonry workshop is equipped with
the latest technology to offer all your architectural
solutions. Whatever you need, we can fabricate in stone.

Any object, sculpture or feature, however complex, can be digitally captured and either archived or carved in natural stone on the
robot. Our contemporary masonry solution offers better speed, accuracy and value over traditional methods. Continuous investment
ensures that we remain at the forefront of the stone cutting and carving industry.

Find out more about our bespoke masonry services on our website: Masonry Services - Stoneworld
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Available CPD Material (1)

How to Correctly Specify Stone for Exterior and Interior use

This CPD will discuss the correct way to specify stone. Criteria for suitability will be explained against a
backdrop of case studies where examples can be shown. It will introduce new machinery allowing stone
to be fabricated in ways that enable specification on more diverse projects. It will then discuss new
technology in stone care and maintenance that make stone specification more practical. By the end of
the seminar you should have a greater understanding of:
- Technological advancements in stone fabrication that allow more diverse specification of stone
- How to specify stone correctly on projects
- Why some stones are unsuitable in certain situations
- Scientific developments in stone care and maintenance that protect stone and therefore make it a more
practical choice in many locations

Material type: Seminar

RIBA Core Curriculum: Design, construction and technology

Knowledge level: General Awareness
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Classifications

Subject/Product Areas (CI/SfB)

Structure
Stairs > Concrete, stone stairs

External works
Landscaping, hard surfaces, pools > Paving

General products
Blocks and bricks > Stone blocks
Blocks and bricks > Concrete, reconstructed stone bricks

RIBA Core Curriculum areas

Design, construction and technology
Knowledge level: General Awareness
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